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We still have  the world’s  lar es t  se lect ion o f  scarce ,  rare
' and out-of print books an magazines on Radio and

Television for sale andd we are constantly adding to our
stock. We also carry a selection of new books on the
subjects and we purchase collections and single items of
special interest on broadcasting and other subjects.
Printed and other ephemera always wanted. We also
undertake to search for specific out—of- rint books and

_. \f - will order  new books if we  do  not  have  t em in  s tock .  All
_- x \ 3  enquiries dealt with promptly. Visitors welcome by

a 3 l . . - .
x . appomtment. Catalogues issued regularly. BVWS
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The Vintage Wireless Museum, headquarters address
for the British Vintage Wireless Societ is at 23 Rosendale
Road, West Dulwich, London SE21 8 S. Telephone: (01)
(370 3667. The Curator is Gerald Wells, whom visitors
should telephone before visiting the museum.
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New-style Bulletin
Our new-style Bulletin seems to have
been a great success and members seem
to consider it worth the extra expense
involved in production. What is needed
now is a steady flow of good quality
editorial material on all subjects. Articles,
photographs and drawings may be of a
technical nature, may relate to the social
history aspects of wireless or may simply
be  about a personal collection, an
unusual ”find” or a piece of original
research. Members who wish to
contribute material but who feel they
have no particular flair for writing may he
assured of the help of the editor in
“knocking into shape” articles which are
sent in ”rough” form.
'Iélevision Annivers
The Bulletin usually includes a
proportion of material on vinta e
television, but this section is 1 er in
the current issue to mark the em
anniversary of regular hi -definition
broadcasting by the BB , which has
prompted several new books as well
as special exhibitions. Although
mu research has already been done
on the early day of television, there
and many gaps in our knowledge and
many misconce tions which need
examining, so t e field is ripe for
some on ' al research. Members
who wo d like to contribute to such
research are offered space in the
Bulletin, however modest the
offering. History is always a subject
for controversy : the more informed
pgople who join in the debate the

tter.
Harpenden
The im ortant event of the winter for
the B S is the one on November
30th at H enden and members are
reminded t at, as before, this will be
a ”ticket only” event for members and
their guests only and will not be open .
to the general public nor be a general
market for ”The Trade”. Although the
Harpenden meeting has inevitably
become a sort of fleamarket, it is also
an event which allows members to '
come together to exchan e ideas and
there is always a sm display or
demonstration to add interest. There’s
more to vintage wireless than the
mere acquisition of vast amounts of
hardware!

This is also our AGM and any nom-
inations should be sent to the
chairman a week in advance.
Regional meetings
Thanks are due to Geoff Hanham for
organising the first BVWS ”Western”
wireless swaprneet near Bristol recently.
It was a successful gathering of more than
100 members,iwhich practically paid for
itself and there are rumours of another
such meeting in the Spring of next year.
We still await a volunteer to organise a
meeting ”Up North” somewhere, to
accomodate members who cannot easily
get to Harpenden. Bill Journeanx has
already established a regular venue in the
South which is attracting an increasing
number of members in that part of the
country.

Bulletin Index
An index supplement is now available to
complete Volume 10 of the Bulletin, for
which thanks are due to Don Hewlett of
Bristol. Members requiring a copy should
send a 92 x 42 stamped and addressed
envelope to the Editor, marked ”Index”.
Irish Anniversary
Paddy Clark, curator of the RTE
broadcasting museum in Dublin, has
been touring his "60 years of
Broadcasting” exhibition round Ireland
recently with great success. Not only did
he take with him an impressive selection
of pieces of vintage apparatus, but also
Special photographic displays which
caused much interest. An enterprising
addition to the travelling show is a regular
lecture he delivers on the subject, and he
makes sure he is on hand to show visitors
round the displays. Paddy is not simply
interested in hardware, but is keen on
preserving the unique reminiscences of
old folk who can remember the early
days of wireless, and he takes a machine
with him wherever he goes. The pursuit
requires a lot of patience and a sense of
humour, which Paddy has in good
measure. He needed both at one of the
last stops in his tour, when his carefully-
prepared video—recording suddenly went
on the blink. He found that a curious
small boy had pressed the erase button
and had wiped out archival material and
silenced the voices of several local
personalities. Paddy, who is accustomed
to the activities of young folk with
inquiring minds, had planned for that
possibility, and simply sent back to his

museum for a back-up tape. Vintage
wireless is booming in Ireland, I hear, for
two new small museums recently
opened there: more new about them
soon.
Corrections
It is curious perhaps, how the printing of
information some time after Caxton
became somehow equated with veracity:
”I saw it is black and white” people used
to say, although it is my impression that
there is now a growing, healthy attitude
of mistrust, or at least scepticism, of the
Press. The majority of literary mistakes
are perhaps misprints, but some result
from perpetuation by repifition resulting
from the constant plagiarisation of
familiar source material by writers who
fail to do any new research But perhaps
the most commonly repeated errors are
in the category of popular myths: like the
one which describes Marconi as the
”inventor” or radio, which turned up
again recently is no less an organ of
authority than the Daily Telegraph, in
which Peterborough was announcing the
opening of a BBC local radio station in
Chelmsford.
”The public seems to believe that : just as
they think Stephenson invented the
locomotive"; said BVWS member John
Williams of Harpenden, when he sent
the newspaper cutting to me. I wrote
correcting the error, but fully expect it to
pop up again somewhere else soon : you
can’t keep a good myth down. It is
probable that writers improve their
creditibility—rating by admitting and
correcting their own mistakes, and in this
spirit, I should like to point out two in our
last Bulletin. Firstly, it was described as
”Volume 10 number 1” in one place and
”volume 1 ” in another, the latter being
correct. Secondly, BVWS member
Stephen Ostler who wrote a television
article, somehow got renamed ”Sid” and
an apology is due to him. The two
mistakes were pointed out by only one
person in each case. Either nobody else _
noticed them, or readers were all too
polite to mention them. But it is nice to
hear from readers — even if just to put the
record straight. We must apologise in
advance if you find some typographical
errors in this issue, which we must blame
upon production problems.
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Book  Review

A peep into
. t he  Past

The  Best of  Aus t ra l ia ’s  “Wireless
l'Veekly,” The Federal Publishing
Company Pty. Ltd., 140 Joynton
.-\\.'miue, Wa te r loo  20 l7 ,  Austra l ia ,
Al  "x. 0 ' ?

b y Desmond  Thackeray

Back in  1978, the publication by John
F. Ross of "A History of Radio in South
Aus t r a l i a  1897-1977"  provided a we l l -
deserved shock to those of u s  who had
gleaned our trifling knowledge of
Commonweal th  radio  from what little
was ever reported in Britain. It  would
be  a welcome extension of this  if a
definitive account of the radio history
of the rest of Australasia could be
similarly documented .  Meanwhile ,
"E lec t ron i c s  Aus t ra l i a”  have  given us
this fascinating peep into the 1927
pages of their popular radio ma azine
”Wireless Weekly", pub ished
cont inuously  s ince 1922.

it is not to be expected that a mere 130
pages will satisfy everybody’s nostalgia
for the period, bu t  the  selection of
pages re rinted here are adequate to
convey t e general flavour of Wireless
Weekly, providing a s  well some  insight
into its technical quality. The format,-
content and  price of the ma azine
clearly had  much in common wit  that
of our own ”Popular Wireless”.
However, broadcasting stations in the
.-\ustralian state capitals, Sydney,
Ade la ide ,  B r i sbane ,  l‘w’lclbourno and
Perth, were  considerable distances
from many potential listeners and
r e l a t ive ly  c lo se  to  o thers ,  so  t he
constructional articles emphasise the
need for good selectivity and
sensitivity. A constructor in the
outback would have to be prepared to
attempt his own trouble-shooting, and
one  wonder s  how  he  wou ld  have  fared
with the "ti-Valve Superheterodyne
Receiver” an  ambitious mid-winter
i l u ly )  p ro j ec t ;  o r  the four-va lve  t . r . f .
" Everyman’s Four” with its neutralised
RF sta e. ”Aladdin" coils were
spec i f i e  ; no  h igh -Q  home—brews  he re
aptparentlyl Choice of hardware on
or er shows immediately that a great
many British and  American i tems
found a market  in Australia, from the
humble crystal u to complete
receivers. But by 19 7 there  seems  to
have been  substantial on-shore
produc t ion , -  which  ho  efully reduced
”dum ing”, as wel as ulimately
provi ing  components able to
withstand the rigours of the
Aus t r a l a s i an  c l ima te s .

1927 was still ( though only Jus t )  a year
in  which “The Four Electrode Valve"
was to most  radiomen a bi rid or s ace-
charge annulling tube. E0 the ook
reviews include a warm a preciation of
Fred Goddard ' s  little ook on the
subject, a volume which the
publishers, Boon and Mills, would
perhaps prefer to remain forgotten!

And what  of the pro rammes
(commercials a art!) that a §Iictorian
citizen receive from 3L0 Melbourne
on Friday 29 Juy 1927? Nothin at all
before noon apparently; then unch-
time listening to news, stock exchange
prices and weather, sandwiched
etween innumerable short musical

i tems.  The afternoon was  main] a
coverage of in ter—school foot all
matches (though who would be able to
listen to football on a Friday
af ternoon?);  and  in  the evenin more
musical items with a lacing 0 stock
sales, news,  weather, shipping and
market prices. The closing i tem was
forty minutes of ”Joe Aronson and His
Syncopating fiymphonists”, which
presumabl ha to satisfy the ”pop”
tastes of t e (potentiall 30,000) late
night audience aroun Melbourne.

From Modern Radio December 1932

Culture vultures were not ignored
however;  there  i s  men t ion  o f
Shakespeare and of opera later in the
year, as well as performances by the
Melbourne University Symphony
Orchestra who  are depicted a s  seven
persons grouped around a ]piano (could
that  be  mis—capt ioned?) .  3 0 seems  to
have had its own studio trio/quartet!
orchestra for a number of the shorter
items broadcast, such as Beethoven’s
2nd symphony  in  two  7 -minu te
instalments.

Re rettably, few of the articles carry an
aut  o r ’ s  name,  except such a s  “Dr .
Fixi t"  o f  5C1, Ade la ide ,  who  gave  a
rad io  t a lk  o f  a t e chn ica l  na tu re ;  and
pseudonyms were all the rage on the
children’s pro rammes, with the
”Hel lo  Man"  an  the  ”Rad io  Lady”  and
a few “Uncles” for good measure. Sad
t ha t  we  don ’ t  have  a casse t t e  of  t he se
ha penings to listen to, a long with
”T  eBes t .  .

Editor’s note: Wolfgang Wingerter,
manager of The Universzty Pressizs of
Columbia and Prz’ncetown, tells me that he
is able to offer the book ”The C(mtiimous
Wave” to members at a special price of
£11.40 rovided the remittance is sent with
the or er to him at 15a Epsom Road,
Guildford, Gl SIT. The same applies to
"Syntuny and Spark".



Television’s Anniversary
It will not have escaped most people that
this year is the 50th anniversary of the
world’s first regular television service,
and this has sparked off a number of
events including special television
programmes, two exhibitions a video-
show and number of new books.
The television programmes have been
well advertised, but members might like
some details of the other activities.
The Royal Television Society, who were
originally planning an exhibition at
Alexandra Palace which was abandoned,
are presenting "The Golden Box” an
hour-long ”Video spectacular” at the
Commonwealth Institute, Kensington
High Street, London, W8, until 4th
January. Entrance for adults is £2.50, but
there are concessions for children and the
unwaged. It is necessary to book seat by

4 :

MOMI) __1.;
One ofthefirsteventsintheanni
celebrations was an exhibition entitled
”Television in the Home 1826-1986:
celebrating 60 years of British Television
at the Royal Festival Hall, London, from
October 16 to November 2nd. presented
by Jonathan Hill with the Museum of
the Moving Image, (to be known as
”MOMI” — a Showplace for television
and film now under construction on the
South Bank and due to epen next
September).

A Ionond Exhibiton

ringing 423 5599; The video features
technological triumphs and great
moments on-camera, presented on a 36
foot, 73-screen ”w ”.
The major exhibition at the National
Museum of Photography, Film and
Television, Princes View, Bradford, West
Yorkshire, illustrates the technological
development of television and of
broadcasting presentation over the years
and includes a large display of apparatus
with working studios and domestic sets.
There was a two-week exhibition at the
Royal Festival Hall, but this ended before
the Bulletin went to press.
Books published for the anniversary
include "BBC TV presents a 50th
anniversary celebration” by Nicholas
Moss, Published by BBC Publications £5;

The British Vintage Wireless Society was
not officially concerned in the
presentation but a number of Society
members contributed apparatus and
expertise.
Unfortunate news of the event did not
reach the Bulletin in time for details to be
generally broadcast, but there was a small
representation from the Society in
attendance at the preview which was a
hectic and crowded affair.
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MTelevision—the first 50 years” by Keith
Geddes and Gordon Bussey £1.50,
published by the National Museum of
Photography, Film and Television;
”Here's look ing  at you” by Bruce
Norman, £12.95, p blished by the BBC
and the Royal Telegision Society; ”The
Secret life of John Logie Bair ”. by Tom
McArthur and Peter Weddell, £16.95,
published by Hutchinson; “Television in
the home: 1926-1986” by Jonathan Hill,
£1.25, published by MOMI: ”British
Television: the formative years” by Prof.
R.W. Burns, £48, published by Peter
Perigrinus.
International conference on the history
of Television, 13-15 November, IEE, Savoy
Place, London, fee £169 includes small
exhibition.

Expensive viewing in the late 1940’s — one of the last mirror-lid sets (Photo: courtesy

60 years of television
An enormous amount of vintage
hardware had been gathered together
into a small space and it attracted much
attention during the two-week
presentation.

On show was a well-restored Baird
"televisor" with a nearby modern set
displaying a depiction of the kind of
30-1ine image the old set would have
produced (it would have been nicer if

continued on next page
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Vintage Vision

continued from previous page (24)

someone with ingenuity, perhaps a
. member  of the mode rn  Narrow

Bandwidth Television Society who
specialise in transmitting vintage-style
pictures with modern technology, could
have produced a genuine picture on the
Televisor). This was the earliest exhibit on
show, although there were reproductions
of old photographs, a magnificent display
of ‘tubes-through-the—ages’ and some
impressive pre-war receivers that were
actually displaying good pictures — and
of vintage programmes too!
The publicity blurb promised the ”re-
creation of period living-room settings”
which hardly materialised, perhaps
because of the small size of the display
area, but there was a nostalgic comer
complete with jazzy wallpaper, a small-
screen set and two items of mid-fifties
spindly—legged ’contemporary’ furniture
in billions lime-yellow.
The most impressive part of the show
was a veritable mound of, mostly just
post-war and a few pie-war, receivers
ranging from table models that pretended
to be small but featured big rear lumps to
accomodate longneck tubes, to monster
back projectors with mirror lids; each
showing atypical programme of their
own period, thanks to the electronic
wizardry of the show engineer John
Gillies. The effect was a little uncanny:
like time-warping through a flickering,
Wellsian land of one-eyed walnut
dinosaurs. It quite took over the'
exhibition, which some visitors seemed
to think failed to really depict what it's
title promised: ”60 years of Television in
the Home”.
But if the show was open to criticism for
concentrating too much on the modern
electronic developments of television, the
booklet by Jonathan Hill issued to
accompany it erred in exactly the
opposite direction by giving a
disproportionate emphasis to the early
work of Baird, who for all his pioneering
efforts as a one-man pressure-group
aga ins t  a stuffy, mis t rus t ful  and
conservative establishment, had scarcely
any influence on the way television
eventually went. While the booklet does
not actually say that Baird ’invented’
television, it may serve to reinforce the
myth in the public mind.
Visitors were also most curious as to why
MOMI had chosen to celebrate Sixty
years of Television when everyone else,
from the Royal Television Society, the
Science Museum and the National
Museum of Photography, Film and
Television to the BBC, ITV and the
newspaper and magazine press had all
decided on  celebrating a mere
half-century.

The explanation seems to be the assertion
in the exhibition booklet that Baird
transmitted pictures from his London
laboratory to a house in Harrow as early
as 1926 and that thus, “television had
arrived in the home” a full ten years
before the date hitherto agreed by the
pundits.
It is interesting to examine the case for
this claim, although researchers from
what one might call both the “pro-Baird”
and ”anti-Baird” camps both seem to
admit there is no real evidence to support
it.
Although the claim is erroneous it is to
some extent understandable, for the
historical sources on  Baird are a
confusing, if not contradictory minefield
for the unwary author. The mistake may
have resul ted  from reliance upon
standard source-material which in this
case as in many others, is continually
quoted and re—quoted without recourse
to a return to any primary resources, so

that mistakes are replicated ad nauseam
and the myths thus perpetuated aquire
the kind of respectability which comes
from repetition and maturation. It is a
familiar trap for historians and a reminder
of the absolute necessity of new research.
In an attempt to set the record straight in
the case of this new confusion over
Baird’s 1926 London-Harrow
experiments, some of the misleading
statements are examined here and some
explanations offered. It is considered
important that organisations concerned
with presentation of historical data —
including of course the BVWS -— should
ensure that information given is as
accurate as possible.
The booklet "Television in the Home
1926-1986”, by Jonathan Hill, beautifully
designed by David Watson and with a
striking cover by Sue Worrall, is written
in an attractive non-technical style to give
it a popular appeal. It covers the
development of television, generally from
Baird’s early experiments and up to
modern times and contains some
interesting photographs.
The booklet describes how Baird moved
to premises at Motograph House in
Upper St Martins Lane, near Leicester
Square and, having so far been able only
to transmit and receive television images
within the confines of his laboratory, was
anxious to experiment over a distance
and got Kirke at the British Broadcasting
company to broadcast from the 210
transmitter signals sent to him from
Baird’s laboratory by telephone line, this
being ”in 1926.” It goes on to say that
these unofficial experiments were ”put a
stop to” but that it was a temporary
setback, for Television Limited
subsequently obtained a licence (”21V”)
to transmit television signals on 200
metres.

In  fact, this is incorrect. I t  happened the
other way round: Baird’s licence was
issued on 5th August 1926, 1 before the
210 transmissions, which did not take
place until about June or July 1927 and
even then there is no record of the
reception, save a retrospective claim by
Baird, who himself got the date wrong. 2
The booklet continues: ”...a low-power
transmitting station, the world’s first
television broadcasting station, was
hastily erected at Motograph House. With
a television receiver set up at Green
Gables — a house in Harrow, Middlesex,
some ten miles to the north-west —
television had arrived in the home”.
There is no real evidence that Baird
actually transmitted pictures in 1926 from
Motograph House to Green Gables
where they were re-formed as pictures;
not even Baird, who was hardly reticent
about his achievements, seems ever to
have claimed to have done so, judging
from evidence which has so  far come to
light. Certainly there are press reports,
quoted in several standard sources 3
which suggest that signals were
transmitted and received at that time, and
some researchers on Baird consider it
likely that picture transmissions were put
out in 1926 and that Baird had a ZOO—watt
transmitter capable putting a good signal
into Harrow from Motograph house, but
there is no first-hand evidence of this: no
statement from any operator of a Televisor
saying that they actually saw a picture re-
formed in that situation at that time.

And since the only Televisors in existence
at the time were those belonging to the
Baird company which were being used in
their experiments, it seems highly
unlikely that any of them were in
ordinary ”homes”.
Furthermore, if the evidence as to the
setting up of a ”transmitter” at
Motograph House at that time, came
from Baird and his assistants, it might be
considered unreliable on several counts.
As Professor Asa Briggs says 4 ”It was
unfortunate for Baird that during the late
1920’s, his financial backers — and to
some extent he himself-made too much
'of the fact that ’television is already here’
and that all that was needed was
improvement”. And further, Mr Pat
Hawker, in ”Radio Communication”
”The pioneering work of Baird and his
assistants deserves to be remembered.
Unfortunately, many exaggerated claims
on their behalf have been and still are
being-made, with the unhappy result
that the real contribution they made in
arousing interest and showing
possibilities is in danger of being
dismissed by the more serious students
of history.”

continued on page 27
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Vintage Vision

The first daylight 30-1ine television transmissions from the roof of Baird’s Long-Acre
studios, 1928. Left to right: Jack Buchanan, John Logie Baird and Tom Collier. (Photo:
courtesy MOMI)

Tuning in 30—line television pictures sent to Glasgow from London on a telephone-
line by Baird, 1927. Ben Clapp (seated) and Joseph Denton. (Photo: courtesy MOMI)
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Vintage Vision
con t inued  from page 25

Apart from the unreliability of the press
statements eminating from Baird and his

. team, there is the ambiguity of the term
”transmitter" as used by Baird : he often
referred to his ”scanner” as  a
”transmitter” and the device was
commonly connected to the “receiver” by
wires or was even mechanically coupled
to the latter on the same drive-shaft, so
use of the word "transmitter” did not
necessarily imply the  wireless
transmission of television signals or the
setting up of any sort of broadcasting
station. This confusing terminology lead
people to believe that some
demonstrations were wireless
transmissions, whereas they were only
closed-circuit television.
Another point that casts some doubt on
the possibility of successful transmissions
from Motograph House at that time was
the fact that the alleged transmissions
were reported 5 to have occurred within
four days of Baird having received his
licence : not a great deal of time to erect
what the MOMI booklet calls ”the
world’s first television broadcasting
station”, although the booklet does add
that the station was ”hastily erected”.
Maurice Exwood ‘5 who has researched
the BBC files suggests that Television
Limited ”had no money”, although O.E.
Hutchinson of Bairds had written to the
BBC saying he  has spent money on the
1kW transmitter, which Exwood
considers ”an exaggeration”.
Caution must also be exercised in what V
was meant by such phrases as ”reception
of television signals” in those early days,
for there are contemporary reports that
amateur radio enthusiasts were
commonly fascinated by listening in to
the characteristic “sounds of television"
which gave Baird the notion of making
the first video-recording: “In testing
amplifiers I used headphones and
listened to the noise which the vision
signals made and could tell roughly what
was being televised by the sound it made.
I knew whether it was the dummy's head
or a human face. I could tell when the
person moved. I could distinguish a hand
from a pair of scissors or a matchbox, and
when two or three people had widely
different appearances I could tell one
from the other by the sound of the faces,
each face having its own sound. I had
gramophone record made. . ."7
Could the ”pictures” alleged to have been
received at Harrow have been merely
cerebral reconstructions of auditory
experiences?
Had Baird himself considered the
Motograph House-Harrow experiment of
1926 an important landmark, he might
have been expected to have talked about

it in his major lecture to the Television
Society on 1 May 1928 3 but he made no
mention of it among his other
achievements. Indeed, even at that event-
two years later he expressed doubts as
to whether he would be able to ”get a
satisfactory image” on the televisor he
had rigged up to demonstrate to
members of the Society a transmission
from his Long Acre transmitter only half
a mile away from the meeting place at
Coventry Street. Had Baird already
achieved pictures successfully over ten
miles all that time before, one might have
expected a little more confidence from
him.
In that Society lecture, Baird did mention
his wired London-Glasgow experiment
of 1927 and his transatlantic one of 1928.
He did not mention the ”unoffici ”
experiments of 1927 arranged by Kirke of
the BBC in which pictures were claimed
to have been sent by Baird from his
laboratory by telephone-line and then
broadcast back to Baird via the 2140 aerial
on top of Selfridges - a distance of less
than a mile — but explained the omission
later by saying ”I was sWorn to secrecy’'.
9 He would have been under no such
restraint in the case of the Motograph
House-Harrow experiment over ten
miles. (The BBC transmissions would, of
course, have had the advantage of the
relatively powerful 1927 2L0 transmitter,
compared with the kind of transmitter
Baird might have been able to ”erect in a
hurry’’ at Motograph House in 1926.)
Sidney Moseley, Baird’s biographer, says
in his book that Baird moved to
Motograph House in February 1926 ”and
began his own transmission to an
experimental station at Green Gables, a
villa in Harrow” and goes on to quote Ben
Clappfs 1951 reminiscences of the erection
of wireless masts there, but neither talk
of pictures having been actually sent and
received. It appears that writers after
Moseley have repeated Moseley’s
(incorrect) sequence of events: the
aborted BBC transmissions, the granting
of Baird’s two licences and the alleged
"beginning of transmissions” and that
this linking fostered the impression that
pictures has been sent from Motograph
House and reformed at Harrow.
The organisers of the exhibition were
clearly aware of the controversy they had
sparked off by claiming ”60 years of
television in the home”, and the subject
was referred to somewhat lightheartedly
by David Francis, curator of the National
Film Archive and one of the originators
of the MOMI project, at the opening of
the exhibition. Introducing Ben Clapp
and Tony Bridgewater, engineers who
worked with Baird, and William Fox,
journalist and Baird’s information officer,
at the exhibiton opening, David Francis
conjectured that the justification for the

“60 years” in the exhibition title may have
been that since Baird had a licence in 1926
and put up an aerial, ”somebody must
have received a signal: perhaps Ben
Clapp”.  Neither  Mr. Clapp, Mr
Bridgewater nor Mr Fox, who all gave
fascinating and amusing reminscences of
their days with Baird, commented on the
1926 Motograph House! Green Gables
story.

Pat Leggatt Chief Engineer, BBC extemal
relations, has written with his comments
on the booklet:

”The point is whether Baird transmitted,
received and displayed television pictures
in 1926, and hence whether the ”60 Years
of Television in the Home” is justified.
Baird's company was licensed in August
1926 to transmit television from ZTV at
Motograph House and from ZTW at
Green Gables about eight miles away in
Harrow. Authorised transmitter power
was 250 watts, on a frequency of
1500kHz. It appears that transmissions
were mainly (perhaps entirely) from ZTV,
while ZI'W says reception tests were
made in various parts of London,
' although he may have been referring only
to the BBC 2L0 transmissions.

”It seems well authenticated that signals
from Motograph House were heard by a
number of listeners; and with a 250 watt
transmitter there should have been no
difficulty in receiving at Green Gables in
Harrow. If recognisable 30-line signals
could be heard, then I can see no reason
why they should not have been
displayable a s  pictures. The only
difficulty might have been interference
giving rise to problems with
synchronisation. The whole point of the
transmissions was for Baird to confirm

rimentally that radio transmission of
TV was feasible over a reasonable
distance, and it seems inconceivable that
he did not try to display the received
signals as  pictures. Apart from
interference, the only significant
distortion the signals would suffer by
being transmitted by radio would have
been some bandwidth restriction and this
would merely have reduced the
resolution to some degree.
“In 1926 only the Baird company
themselves had apparatus for picture
display, so Baird could not claim that
television was being transmitted which
could be enjoyed by the general public.

'This perhaps explains why he did not
mount a publicity exercise on this

' occasion .”
In 1929, when the Post Master General
agreed that facilities should be granted for
further on-air' experiments, Baird said ”It
is the be ' ' g of visual wireless for the
public.” (Television Jubilee by Gordon
Ross, page 18).

continued on page 29
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”Picture Page" televises an elephant performing in the grounds of Alexandra Palace, 4,5»

in February 1939. (Photo: courtesy Bradford Museum)

Televising “Journey’s En " at Alexandra Palace in 1954 — the last play to be produced
there. (Photo: courtesy Bradford Museum)
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continued from page 27

In the BBC Yearbook for 1933, page 441,
Baird says ”It may come as a surprise to

. many to learn that as far back as 1926 1"

television transmissions were broadcast
by the BBC. These, however, were of an
entirely experimental nature and were
received only on our own machines; for
apparatus at that time was not in the
hands of the public. From these crude
beginnings we were able to establish that
television could be broadcast successfully
by the BBC transmitters, and from that
date a steady progress commenced."
So it seems clear the Baird regarded the
1926 1‘ transmissions as technical
experiments, not as television for
domestic consumption. If indeed there
was picture display at Green Gables. the
location should be seen as a receiving
laboratory rather than a home. I agree
with you, therefore, that MOMI are
misleading in talking 1926 as the start of
television in the home.
Having said this, I must confess to you
that my paper in the IEE History of
Television Conference next IIionth is
entitled ”80 Years of British Television”!
My excuse is that I start with a reference
to Campbell Swinton’s experimental
attempts at electronic television in 1906.
Regarding the MOMI booklet, I agree
that it. gives disproportionate coverage of
Baird’s work. But it is necessarily brief
and popularised publication and there is
no doubt that Baird and his apparatus are
more romantic and fun for the layman
than Zworykin, Shoenberg et a1. After all,
Baird’s equipment is all whirling wheels,
while electronic apparatus is boringly
static.

But it does not seem to me that the
booklet casts Baird as the inventor of
television, since the most fundamental
component, the scanning disk, is
correctly credited to Nipkow. So on the
whole I think the booklet is reasonably
suitable for its purpose. There are indeed
a few errors of fact, as follows:

It was only intially that both transmitters
at  Brookman’s Park were used for
television. Later on, vision continued
from the London National transmitter at
Brookman’s Park, but the TV sound came
from the Midland Regional transmitter at
Daventry.
It is implied that 30-]ine transmissions
finished in 1934. In fact they continued
until September 1935 from a BBC studio
in 5 Portland Place.
Zworykin’s patent on the Iconoscope was
1930, I believe, so the Americans were not
using it in the mid-19205.
The “historic switch-off" of the last
405-line transmitter was at the beginning

of January 1985 rather than spring. It is
doubtful if "many thousands’ ' of 405—line
receivers were still in use: the BBC had
difficulty in locating any at all.
HDTV is not confined to 1125 lines, this
is just one possible number. A 625-line
MAC system would certainly not be a
satisfactory alternative to a true HDTV
system with more than 100 lines. But it is
likely that an enhanced MAC-type
system will be developed for true HUI'V.
A comment on the MOMI exhibition
and booklet also comes from Pat
Hawker; Principal Engineering Officer
at the IBA and an authority of the history
of television, who has made a special
study of the work of Baird and other
early pioneers. In a letter to the Bulletin,
he says:
“My own impression of the booklet and
speeches at  the pre-view of the
exhibition: ’Television in the Home
1926-1986’ is that there was an excellent
and interesting collection of early
television receivers, photographs, etc. but
that it was flawed by the undue emphasis
given to Baird’s early work which,
whatever else he  achieved, did not
include providing ’Television in the
Home’ in 1926 or even in 1927.
”Perhaps I could explain my interest in
Baird’s misleading claims to have
transmitted his early pictures by wireless
and his depiction of this in various
diagrams in both technical and general
illustrations (for example the notorious
drawing in Illustrated London News).
“In 1983 I wrote an article ’The Pioneers
of Television’ in the RI'S’s "Television’ in
which I gave full credit to Baird’s effort to
arouse interest in television with his
pressure on politicians, flow of publicity
etc. but suggested that he was primarily
a gifted (if commercially-minded) catalyst
who drew on earlier work and developed
the knack of stirring others into taking
television seriously. However my remarks
(which I felt had been as fair as possible
to Baird) were strongly attacked by the
American Donald Flamm who remains
adamant that Baird ”invented” television,
having been convinced of this by Sydney
Moseley who spent the war years in the
USA.
“This led me to investigate Baird’s work
in more detail, based on the thick files in
the Post Office Archives and the literature
in the Science Musuem Library, a
complete set of Wireless world
(University College Library) etc. One
outcome of this research was that I
became convinced that Baird, at least
from 1925 onwards, was well aware of
Jenkins ’Radiovision’ achievements in the
USA including transmission by wireless
of his ’shadowgraphs’ in 1925. This I am
convinced was the reason why he

claimed his 1926 Frith Street set-up
included a radio ’transmitter’ and
’receiver’ — just as his 1927 London—
Glasgow experiment over telephone
wires (which I suspect was much less
succesful than he claimed) was made
necessary by the AT&T demonstration in
the USA.
”Interestingly, Baird (and the Post Office
officials) realized that the Wireless
Telegraphy Acts did not in the 19205 and
19308 cover the transmission of images by
radio — but in 1926 Baird was anxious to
have some apparent official backing in
order to canvas for funds. He certainly
applied for and received experimental
transmitting licences (initially limited to
10 watts) for Green Gables  and
Motograph House.
I set out his subsequent efforts in the Ma
1986 issue of ’Radio Communication’. 1
This shows that the first radio
transmission (unofficially by BBC) was
not until about June/July 1927 with no
known results .  The February 1928
transmissions via 2kz are thus the first to
result in established reception of Baird
transmissions to ”homes” although I
imagine there must have been at least
some test just before Ben Clapp took the
spinning disc to the States.
”I am also convinced that it was not until
Baird incorporated ’phonic wheel’ synch-
ronization (not effective on weak signals)
in 1928 that he was ever able to hold
pictures other than fleetingly except
where he had both discs on the same
rotor (hardly television). 12 He
demonstrated this initially over wire at
the 1928 radio show, later giving a radio
demonstration to the BBC!GPO. The first
experimental but scheduled service of
low-definition television was in the USA
and did not result from Baird’s work!”
References
1: IERE M aph by Maurice 13w "John 'e

Baird” age 10 : "Two licences, 21V or
Motograph ouse and 21W for Green Gables are
duly issued on 5th Au t 1926”.

2: ‘Here’s looking at You’ by Bruce Norman, page
42: ”Baird, having transmitted just one yard in
Hastings, then the width of the laboratory and
from one room to another in Frith Street; and now
from the attic to the basement of Motograph
House (this was in 1926 , was anxious to It?
transmission over a mu lo er distance. e
informally approached H.K. ' ke, the chief
research engineer of the BBC, and several
transmissions were arranged whereby a television
finicture was relayed to the BBC over a telephone
' e from Baird’s laboratory and then broadcast,

late at night after radio amines had ended,
from the BBC aerial w '  was on the roof of
Selfridges"; There follows a quotation from
"Television Baird” by Margeret Baird, page 62, in
which Baird is quoted as saying: ”I received it
again wireless at my laboratory. The picture
came ugh practically unaltered and it is
in ' to record that the com any actual]
transmit ed  television in  192 , a l though
unoficially”. (Ihe date 1926 was wrong, for it was
actually in 1922 which time the “company" had
become the British Broad “Co ration”.
See Exwood’s mon ph in which e states:
“Baird in his forewo to Barton—Chapple’s book
and others, states that these transmissions took
place19112171926, but there is no doubt that the year
was .

continued on page 30
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continued from page .29
"Baird, however, did transmit his signals by radio
in February 1928 on  about 7MI-lz from the home
of Ben Clapp, one of his first assistants, who held
the amateur experimental call ZKH at Warwrck
Road, Coulsdon, Surrey. Mth this transmit-tor;
modulated by tv 5' sent over tele hone lines
from Mot ph ouse, Baird stag his famous
London/flaw York “demonstration” and
subsequent! a demonstration on the liner
Beren aria urin the return voyage. Fairly
rehab e records 5 ow tgaftl on the liner a few

are] recogmza'ble an eetin ictures were
92111832021, even in the absence gfpa? effective
synchronization. In New ork the
“demonstrations” made front-page news, were
extensively written 11 on the basis of what Baird
told reporters, but t ere is little firm evrdence
about the quali or duration of the pictures
actually achi . The evidence of successful
reception is far from convincing.
"Baird and 2K2 certainly made tv histo in the
first long-distance transmission by ra in. Fair
enough as lon as we accept that the results were
extremely an e and we discount the exagerated
claims made at the time by Baird."

12: Baird did, however, have a s ial motor with five
sllizp-rings, two of which were for synchronisation.
( d . )

3: Norman uotes, on page 43, a reference in the
"Morning st of 10 August 1926: ”Almost nightly,
pictures are being sent from London to Harrow,
generally of the faces of o ators, for testing

urposes", and Exwood men ‘ons a report in the
Times of transmissions by both stations, but adds
"I doubt if this was more than repeating a
statement b Hutchinson (Baird’s business
manager)". e also suggests that Television
l imited had  no  money to set up  transmitters a t
that time.

: "The BBC: the first 50 years", 1985.
Mornin Post 10 August 1926.
Exw , IERE Moto aph 1976 page 10.

: "Television Baird” eret Bair , page 64—65.
; ‘Telcvision” Vol 1. o .  4, um: 1928.
: ”Television Baird" age 62.
: ”John Baird" by Si ey Moseley, pa e 81.
: Radio Communication, May 1 8 , courtesy

RSBG,_ page 339:
A few years ago, Mr. Hawker s ent several days
consulting the original Post 0 'ce archives and
subsequently wrote the fol] ' notes on Baird’s
efirlyéfilttempts to put low-definition television ”on
t e ' ’.
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" Baird made many misleading claims about his '
early work, often giving the im ression that his
pictures were transmitted, ' only between
adjacent rooms, by radio. Yet all the evidence

magenta that the ve- tirst time that the Baird
s '  als were transrmtted was about July 1927
w en he persuaded H L Kirke of the BBC
unofficiallytolethim utout signals onaBBCmf
transmitter after the ose of programmes. Three
transmissions were made with no known record
Of successful reception, and then the Post Office
realized what was gomgroln and persuaded the
BBC to stop the tests a ptly. It was not until
Se 1929,thistimew1ththebackingofthe
Post Office, that Baird ' ed ”offi ' " access to
a BBC transmitter. We before then Baird had
obtained " ' ental” licences 21V and ZTW for
use at M0 at h House, near Leicester Square,
and "Green a les'atHarrow, There is, however,
no reliable evidence that any transmissions
actually took place from either of these locations,
as the transmitters do not appear to have been
completed.

ERRATA:
The booklet ”Iblevision in the Home 1926-1986” was
avarl‘able at the exhibition, price £1.25 and enqgries
about it should be made to the MOMI office. 1e
whohavecopiesmayl ike tohaveanoteof  e
following errata:

Page 3: The machine in the photograph is described
as 'Baird’s 1925 television transmitter” but the same
picture up arts in 1926 ma zines described 51m Iy
as his ”ear y a paratus". It has been suggested that
this was one 0 several dis lay pieces WY made
up  by Baird for exhibition. e one in e icture was
presented to the Science Museum, South Eensington
and maty not have been the original apparatus used
by Barr for televrsrng his first etaile 'ving image.
It appears to be different from the one ictured in
Margaret Baird’s book which is descri as “a co
of Baird’s original transmitter” (See ”The Secret Lfle,
35' Irprhqlkgre Baird" by Tom McArthur and Peter

2 P

Page 4: There is some confusing terminolo in the
literature relating to the 1926-30 riod- B '
to his scanner or  camera as a ' transmitter", leading
peeple to believe that some of his demonstrations
were wireless transmissions, whereas they were only
”closed circuit television”. There were no
“transmissions" — ”over the air” at Hastings, for
instance.

Page 4: The demonstration to members of the Royal
Institution was not on 27th January 1926 but took
place on 26th Januafir1 and was reported in the Daily

nicle nod day. e date is often given incorrectly
and even Baird got it wrong in one of his lectures.

Page 4: The sequence is incorrect. Baird a preached
the Post office for a licence in 1926- ore the
unofficial 21.0 transmissions. The licence ZTV was

issued on  5th Au st 1926. The sentence about the
cancellation of t e 2L0 transmissions bein a
“temporary setback" which led to Baird setting up '
own station, and the followin sentence are not
therefore correct. The only receivers in existence at
that time were those belonging to the Baird company
which were used in rimental stations: there were
none in ”homes".

Page 6: It was not "Baird's private experimental
wireless station”. The tramnsmitter was des' ed and
built biggen Clapp. 2K2, in 1926!? and ins ed in the

are droom of his home at 40 Warwick Road,
Bpill-rldsdon, Surrey. It was in use before Clapp joined

Page 7: The caption to the photo raph is incorrect.
The picture was taken on  _‘l_et arc , 1930, in this
country, almost certainly at Kingsbury Manor, Baird’s
receivrng laboratory. See i entical picture in
“Television” ma azine, May, 1931, tpa e 119. Baird
engineer Arthur yneisnearest to e elevisor HJ.
Barton Chapple back to camera. Others are
journalists.

Page 8: It was only initially that both transmitters at
Brookmans Park were used for television. Later,
vision continued from the London Nat ional
transmitter at Brookmans Park, but the TV sound
came from the Midland Regional transmitter a t
Daventry.

Page 9: It is implied that 30-line transmissions
finished in 1934. In fact, they continued until
gleptember 1935 from a BBC studio in 5 Portland

ace.

Page 9: Text is a little amb' ous. The contract with
the BBC ended in March, 1 34, but the 30 line service
continued until 11th September, 1935, but it had been
reduced to two transmissions a week .

Pagg 10: Zworkin’s patent on the lconoscope was
19 , so the Americans were not using it in the
mid-20’s.

:8 ei- 15116: The “historic 1:witch—off" of ftJrle last
ine transmitter was a t t  e beginnin o anuary

1985 rather than spring. It is oubtfgl if ”many
thousands” of 405-line receivers were still in use: the
BBC had difficulty in locating any at all.

Page 16: HDTV is not confined to 1125 lines; this is
just one possible number. A 625-line MAC system
would certainly not be a satisfactory alternative to a
true HDTV system with more than 1000 lines. But it
is likely that an enhanced MAC-type system will be
developed for true HDTV.

300k  :
Television

The bargain of the year among many
books published to mark the television
anniversary i s  without doubt
”Television: the first 50 years” produced
to accompany the special exhibition at
the National Museum of Photography,
Film and Television, Bradford, for whom
i t  has been  publ i shed  by Phi l ips
Electronics.
It has 36 attractive pages, containing no
less than 12,000 words and 80 illustrations
in black and white as well as colour, yet
costs a remarkable £1.50, compared with
an average price of at least ten times that
in the case of the rest of the crop (and in
one case even £48 a copy). But in this
case, ”cheap” refers only to the selling
price, for it represents good value for
money and is authoritative — as might be
expected from the calibre of the authors,
Keith Geddes ,  Curator  of
Telecommunications at the Science

Museum, and Gordon Bussey, historical
adviser to Philips Electronics.
To have managed to compress the story
of television from the etherial ideas of the
early 1880’s to the very latest
developments is no mean achievement,
but  to make such comprehensive
historical and technical history palatable
to the layman without indulging in the
kind of simplification which threatens
veracity, and to produce a useful and
undistorted summary of technical
progress as well as of the wider field of
television broadcasting, is astonishing.
The book begins with an outline of de-
velopments from photconductivity and
the Nipkov disc to the 240/405 "contest”
at Alexandra Palace, then discusses the
scope, impact and limitations of the pre—
war service. The authors then go on to
trace the technical developments in

monochrome studio equipment, the
coming of BBC2 and 625 lines and the
coming of colour. There is a predom-
inantly pictorial chapter with much
ephemera, much of which has not
previously been published, which
outlines the technological trends. Finally,
there are chapters describing
international television developments,
satellites and DICE, home video
recording and future prospects, the
uncertainty of which is ahnost as great as
it was in 1936.

The book is obtainable, price £1.50 plus
75p postage and packing, from The Shop
at the National Museum of Photography,
Film and Television, Princes View,
Bradford, West Yorks, BD5 OTR. It is also
available to callers at the Science Museum
and the Commonwealth Institute in
London.
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Vintage Vision: Restoring a pie-war receiver; by Steve Ostler:

Continued from Page 19, V01 11 no.1:

The restoration completed, I was now
faced with another problem. Living 1n
the Midlands, I had no suitable
television signal available, since all
early sets were  P1'€“tul‘l€d for use  in the
London are on what later became
known as Channel 1. This signal was,
at the time I was read to operate the
set, still being radiate (after 48 years!)
and I thought the correct first step ws at
least to try to receive it. I had a three
element aerial specially made and
mounted it on my chimne but the
results  were disappointing. he signal
was only resolvable on a sensitive ost—
war receiver and was noisy and su led

to severe fading. Followmg
unsuccessful ,  attempts  to  further
amplify the signal this approach was
abandoned.
The T.R.F. vision strip of the
Marconiphone only had a narrow
range of adjustment so direct reception
of Sutton Coldfield on (Band I) Channel
4 was not possible. At this point, still
not knowin of the B.V.W.S. , I decided
to  write to av id  Looser,  who  had  had
an article on his  pre-war H.M.V. 901
published in ’Television’ magazine
some years before. David proved an
enormous help. He lent me a CHA-
Ch.1 converter of his own construction
that enabled me to receive the Sutton
Coldfield signal. He also supplied his
desi n for a crystal controlled
m0 ulator unit  which I subsequentl
built and which produced a hig
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guality Channel 1 si nal. This was fed
rom my home vi eo recorder. No

problems were ex erienced with
recordin the vintage 5-line signal on
the V.H%. machine since the (critical)
field frequency is the same as for the
modern 625—11ne standard. Since my
aim was that the old set should be fed

Vintage Vision
with programmes of suitable period, I
applied for permission to record certain
fi In archive material and was granted
copyright clearance so long as it was to
be use for receiver test pur oses only.
Working in broadcasting, 1 ad access
to a 35 mm telecine machine and the
material was run through this and
recorded onto U-matic tape. The tapes
were ‘ later taken to one of the
transmitting stations where they were
converted and re-recorded on 405-lines
using an analogue standards
converter.

I was now at last in a position to actually
use the set! The picture quality turned
out to be surprisingly good, with only a
slight blurrin of detail and a more
noticeable lac of brilliance setting it
a art from a modern black—and-white
picture picture. Maybe some of they
many panel control would need slight
read1ustment dunng the course of an
evening’s viewing but given subdued
room ights and reasonably close
seating, very comfortable viewing was
to be had .  The: sound  qua l i ty  was
excellent, with a deep ‘plummy’ tone
that neverthe less lacked nothing in the
highs and which had terrific ’presence’.
This was the wide band a.m. sound

uality thought so highly of in the late
t irties when it was often suggested
that the BBC.  should use the ultra-
short waveband channel for hi h
fidelity broadcasting outside t e
television hours.
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Project

A Monster Crystal Set
”Long-Distance Receiving
Apparatus”

by Eric Westman

The crystal receiver depicted has been
made exactly according to instructions
published in 1918 in ”The Amateur
Mechanic”, and with minor exceptions
exactly the materials specified have
been used.

Its wavelength is continuous, by means
of switching, from zero to a t  lest 7,200
metres: the Clifden station, which was
blown up  by the IRA in  1922, used this
wavelength and was received on the
1918 prototype.

The set is built round an inductively
coupled tuner — that is, a tuning coil in
which two separate windings are used.
The primary winding, which is in the
Aerial-Earth circuit, acts inductively on
the seconda winding, which is
connected in t e Detector circuit. Both
of the windings are tapped off to
contact studs and these, together with
their respective wiper arms are a t  one
end of the tuner. The primary coil,
which hasd an enormous number of
turns of fine wire, is enclosed by the
secondary coil.

The 30 contact studs of the primary coil
form a large arc occupying about two
thirds of a circle; the 13 secondary studs
form a smaller arc in the vacant one-
third of the Circe. A single tuning wiper
operates on thee primary studds to
connect more or fewer turns to the coil
in the Aerial-Earth circuit. Two wipers
Operate on the secondary coil in circuit,
but also to vary the selected portion of
the secondary coil in relation to the in-
circuit portion of the rimary coil. In
other words, the coup mg between the
two coils can thus be varied, without
any physical movement of the coils.

For example when the secondary
wipers are in the osition shown in the
diagram, the who e of the seondary coil
is in circuit; but if the upper of the two
secondary wipers is moved down to the
centre stud, only half of the turns will
be in circuit -- those from the middle of
the coil to the far end. The coupling is
then tight. But if the lower secondary
wiper is moved six studs to the left,
with the upper secondary wiper
replaced at the left-hand stud, the
secondary turns in circuit will be those
from the front of the coil to the middle,
thus right awa from the active turns of
the primary. T e coupling is now loose.

Crystal setmade in modern times exactly
to instructions given in 1918 volume of
Amateur Mechanic! It is loose-coupled
and has three switch-arms to give
variable tappings on both the primary
and the secondary nails, as well as to vary
electrically the degree of coupling
between the two coils. The primary coil
is 62 in diameter and 122 long, wound
with 285wg, and has 30 tappings, fine-
tuned by a tubular brass variable
condenser 122 long when closed. The
secondary coil - «not visible, since it is
inside the primary — i542 in diameter and
112 long, wound with 36 swg and has 1.3

variable condenser with 9 plates. A
home-made perikon detector is fitted on
top alongside the condenser; while a
telephone condenser is fitted beneath it.
Everything is home-made except parts of
the {our terminals which were turned
professionally. Great fun can be had by
setting the switch-arms a t  various
positions and tuning around -— the set
should achieve wavelengths of well over
7,000 metres, and really needs a good
outdoor aerial to do it justice.
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tappings fine-tuned bya push-in pull-out ’

Many intermediate degrees of coupling
can be arranged by mani ulation of the
secondary wipers; t e tuner is
therefore a vario coupler, the variation
being achieved not  — as  in the
Admiralty-type tuner -— by sliding one
coil within another, butby switichrng in
different sections of one coil in relation
to the other. Thus the size of the tuner
has been kept to a minimum.

In the bottom left corner of the front
panel is fitted a tubular variable
condenser. Its urpose i s  to enable fine
tuning to be achieved between any two
studs of the primary circuit.

On top of the set, to the left, is a push-
pull action variable condenser for fine
tuning in the secondary circuit.

To the right of this variable condenser is
the crystal detector, of ”perikon” type
using zincite and bornite crystals. e
pressure of the contact ibetween the
two crystals can be varied by screwing
the knob on top of the detector in the
required direction. In addition, radial
movement o f  the 11 per crystal can be
achieved by loosening the grub screw
retaining the upper crystal holder, and
moving the crystal as required to make
another ”sensrtive spot” available.

Apart from the wire used for the outer
secondary coil, which appears to be
plastic-covered and not enamelled as
ordered, and the dielectrtic between
the vanes of the variable conddensers,
no materials has been used that was not
available when the prototype was built.

To get best results from the set all
connexions should be periodically
cleaned with metal polish, to remove
the tarnish that inevrtably forms. This
should include removing the contact
studs and cleaning the co per wires
beneath them, as well as ismantling
the detector for cleaning.

The set has been tested on an
indifferent outdoor aerial — short and
low-in the West Country, together with
an equally indifferent earth (connected
by many yards of thin single flex) and
receivers two stations there. The
prototye was tested on a six-wire aerial
well over 100 feet long and received
many stations, including ships at sea.

Editor’s note: articles on construction
proiects of the kind would be welcome.
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Workshop:

Set of Surprises
' The BTH VR3 again

by  Pa t  Leggatt

When  we  ge t  a new set,  a vintage one
new to u s  that i s ,  I suppose the first
th ing mos t  people do  is  trace out  the
c i r cu i t .  Ofcou r se  i t s aves  a l o t  o f  bo ther
if the circuit diagram is already
ava i l ab l e ;  so  when  I recent ly  acqu i r ed
a BTH model  VR3 I was pleased to
r emember  t ha t .  th i s  s e t  had  been

described by Mr. R.]. Holmes in a
r ecen t  i s sue  o f  the  Bul le t in .

l‘iLll one  g l ance  a t  t he  a r t i c l e  showed
tha t  my  VR3  i s  t o t a l l y  d i f f e r en t  f rom
that described. They are both 3 valve
se t s .  but mine is a portable with frame
.iinrial and  i s  ac tua l ly  des igna t ed  VR3
f rom PA.  Fu r the rmore ,  i t  c a r r i e s  a

'l-SBC“ transfer  and  has  BC.  Registered
\o 3433  so  i t  i s  ev iden t ly
.Ii‘tlLll .1: y ea r s  ea r l i e r  t han  Mr .  l - io lmes’

H

W3:  reCEiver.

:i'i‘."\'\\l\ I set out to  trace the circuit of
m. _v set, expecting to find a conventional
detector plus  a LF arrangement .  I
usua l ly  s t a r t  f rom the  ae r i a l  terminal
and  work forward, and  my
r i \ p i—‘c ta t i ons  were confirmed as the
. m'iiitry of the  first valve was  revealed
Ell ixseiice as shown in Fig. l .  A tuned
tra med aerial feedin a leady-grid
.ii‘ii-clor, with the  ano  e coupled back
-i- the grid circuit to  provide reaction. I .
,s. .lri a little surprised to find the
'i'di'l'ltnl condenser  in parallel wi th  the
. I i i} ,  and  labelled ”Tuner B”, but  I d id
wot take much account  of this.

"~.iti-r t he  r eac t i on  coi l ,  t he  f i rs t  va lve  i s
:: . i ; is1‘ormer coup led  t o  t he  s econd ,  and
the  second  va lve  a a in  t r ans fo rmer
t r i p l ed  t o  t he  t h i rd .  ' 0 g rea t  su rp r i s e

iiL‘l't‘. exce- t that  I couldn’t see  any  iron
Ci l i ‘ t ’n  in  t e i n t e rva lve  t r ans fo rmer s :
but perhaps  there was  someth ing
tucked away ou t  of sight.

iii-ii I rea l ly  d id  f i nd  somth ing
: i iw \ .pcc t cd ;  t he  s econd  t r ans fo rmer

ieeds the  third valve grid via a 350 pfd
'. i ndense r  wi th  a 2 megohm re s i s to r  i n
parallel. This d id  not  seem much  good
.i s an  aud io  frequency coupling,  indeed
it looked more a s  if the valve was  a
second  de t ec to r .  Then  of cou r se  t he
Eight dawned __ I was looking at a
filpt‘i’ht‘tl V1 is a self—oscilating
' i 'm iucncy  change r ;  V2  i s  ann  I .F .
ampl i f i e r ,  and  of  cou r se  t he
i r ans fo rmer s  have  no  i ron  co re s ;  and

:s indeed the  superhe t  second
de tec to r .
in make  my  con fus ion  even  wor se ,
\"3 anode  i s  t r ans former
coupled (with an  iron core this  t ime)
hack to V 2 grid, with V2 anode  finally

id‘fi'llfi‘gf

feeding the loud speaker output
sockets. l sup ose l was a bit slow on
the uptake, ut perhaps I ma be
forgiven for not expecctin a t reew
triode receiver made about l  24 to be a
SUFPEI'het with a reflex circuit usin the
I. amplifier as output stage. oes
anyone know of any other British
superhet  with a P .O .  number?

The full circuit is shown in Fig. 2 and a
few points are of interest. The two R.F.
coil units lugin on the front anel:The
only  pair have  are for 300—5 0 metres,
the second plug-in unit for this range
being a plain shorting stra . Plug—in
unit number one includes t e V1 grid
condener  and  leak.

The  aerial is connected directly to the
oscillator circuit and  radiates
energetically. Since the intermediate
frequency is  only 130 kHz, the oscillator
frequency is well within the medium
wave band;  and  it does  no t  say much
for the P.O. inspection 5 stern that
such a di re  source of inter  erence was
approved for domestic use.

‘
'

It was  evidently in tended  originally
that the second LF .  t r ans fo rmer
primary be tuned by a pre—set
condenser.  But  t h i s  trimmer i s  le f t
unconnected a t  one  end  a f ront  pane l
control (Intensity) has  been
substituted, contro ling IF. gain by
detuning.

According to  the  LT .  labelling, 4 volt
valves were Specified. Does an one
know what type these'should e? l
have got the set working with BTH
86’s ,  bu t  these  may  no t  be co r rec t  s i nce
the to pips project too far to allow the
front oors to be closed.

With  a c i rcui t  such  a s  th i s ,  and  wi th  no
attempt made to keep sensitive wiring
short or  well-separated the  possibilities
for parasitic oscillation are endless! Bv
deft manipulation of the controls one
can produce a huge range of hoots  and
whis t l e s ,  f rom abou t  10  Hz  up  to
lMHz .  There is one  magic sett ing
where music  can be  heard ,  bu t  it 's a bit
like searching for t he  lost chord.

“are: 6'
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News

Across the Atlantic
by Desmond Thackeray

In the first two decades of this century,
it was  thought ,  mistakenly, that
transAtlantic wireless telegraphy
communication was only possible using
enormous transmitter powers at low
radio frequencies. Hugh Aitken’s ”The
Continuous Wave" describes the
competition that resulted when spark
systems were supplanted  by are
transmitters, ‘by  thermionic  valve
transmitters, and by high-frequency
alternators. Though Fessenden initially
played a part in alternator usage, the
vers ions  that were eventually
manufactured, installed and used, were
designed by Alexanderson at the GE
Company of America. At lower powers,
these  cou ld  be  made  to  generate
frequencies up to about 100 kHz, but the
real blockbusters capable of more than
100 kwatts were designed for much lower
frequencies. 'Ib radiate efficiently at long
wavelengths required much longer
aerials as well, so the overall investment
was considerable. Nevertheless, VLF
provided, and still does provide, reliable
ground-wave communication over the
earth's surface, as well as some slight
penetration to submarines apparently.
VLF buffs in the U.K. have no difficulty
receiving Rugby on 16 kHz, though the
only signal of general interest is the time
transmitted four times a day, the
remainder of its schedule seemingly
occupied by something totally different,
a warble which may well be FSK fast
WT, presumably now from a substantial
va lved  transmitter, rather than an
Alexanderson alternator.
However, not all the alternators built were
scrapped apparently, there still being an
example kept in working condition at the
Swedish Grimeton station. And this is
run from time to time, including 25
September last, when a message was
transmitted to the Fall Meeting of the
Antique Wireless Association of America.
Though it is not yet known to me what
receiving equipment the Americans used
at Canadaigua (or elsewhere) details of
the transmission were divulged to me by
Tore Moe of the Norsk Radiohistorisk
Forening at the request of a mutual friend
Kaye Weedon. Thus, at least three

( <_ c 50‘ l LOU—PASS FILTER

members of the BVWS were prepared to
attempt to receive Sweden SAQ on 17.2
kHz with receivers in the Home Counties
and on the North Sea, and a number of
”ham” non-members will also have been
trying to do the same. At the time of
writing, Philip Taylor did best by
receiving the whole message, though he
had to try two receivers and says that he
had never known such ”poor reception
on a ship/S receiver”. His transcript is
reproduced here as he typed it out, and
it provides interesting selective
information on the transmitter and
relevant history:

”Message Received from Swedish Station
SAQ 25th September 1986:
”VVV de SAQ this is a special
transmission from Swedish Telecom
Radio to celebrate the opening of the
National Historical Radio Conference,
USA.
"You are listening to SAQ, a 200 kW
Alexanderson high frequency alternator
in Grirneton near Varberg, Sweden. Key
down input power 400 kW. Motor speed
711.4 RPM. Gear box ratio 2.973.
Generator speed 2115 RPM. This speed
and the 976 poles give the frequency 17.2
KHZ.
”President Woodrow Wilson sent in 1918
the 14 points for surrender to the German
Emperor, Wilhelm II from a similar
alternator in New Brunswick, USA.

”Around 1920 a network of 200 kW alter-
nators was built for worldwide commun-
ications with the center on Long Island,
New York. Many stations were still in use
during World War II. This transmitter and
its multiple tuned antenna started Dec.
1, 1924. It is the last one of the 20
Alexanderson alternators.
”David Sarnoff, famous wireless operator
from the time of the Titanic disaster, later
on president of RCA said about the
Swedish born Ernst Alexanderson :
when the history of RCA is written, it
must begin with Alexanderson and his
alternator for without him there would be
no RCA today.

”This message has been put into a PC,
which transforms it to morse code and is
keying the old alternator.
”Regards, Swedish Telecom Radio."

Position : Southern North Sea
Philip Taylor

It would have been nice to be able to have
received this signal on equipment more
like that used in days of yore, a mile or
two of aerial wire feeding a simple TRF
receiver with reaction.  Huwever, I found
myself without time to experiment in this
direction, and my 50 feet of aerial seemed
unlikely to produce any substantial
signal.

To tune it would have required an
immense inductor, or perhaps an active-
filter simulation of an inductor; or with
enough ferrite I could have wound a giant
ferrite aerial perhaps. In the event it
stayed untuned feeding, via a second-
order low-pass filter, an untuned single
transistor amplifier followed by a 14 MHz
crystal oscillator acting as a converter to
a convenient ham-band frequency. The
lower sidebands were then fed to a KW
202 hamband receiver via a simple crystal
filter to trap some of the unwanted
output from the converter. With all this,
you might think that reception of SAQs
200 kwatts would have been a doddle; no
so! I spend about 35 minutes searching
for the expected slowly-keyed carrier and
finally located just a whisper that was
totally unconvincing. At that point I made
use of the IF reaction feature on the KW
202 (called ”Q Multiplier”) to improve
selectivity; and by keeping this a whisker
short of the oscillation point at last
brought SAQ to audibility above the other
unwanted signals that were leaning
heavily on it. A delicate touch on the
tuning was required to keep “on the
nose" of the 17.2 kHz carrier and the
articulation of the keying was somewhat
marred, with such high selectivity.

Nevertheless a good deal of slowish, but
moderately intelligible Morse was
recorded onto a C60 cassette for later
transcription. Since the message was
repeated, almost all of it could be pieced
together from various sections of the
recording. “Poor reception” by any
standards; but an interesting struggle to
succeed as it turned out, very much the
achievement of ham friends who helped
with advice and equipment before the
event, and transcription of the Morse
afterwards, Lew Bright, John Rayner and
Lionel Sear.

11.3.82. 5

J}  G3PP'1' VLF CONVERTER KW 202 hamband
15  II“c .  15 '  ._.J_._, (Radio Gomunication rece iver .  tuned

“F

180  p? March 1975 ,  page 202) to  c .  14 ,465  Hi:
- without  input  f i l t er  w i th  BFO on L33

7—
/// , RIG FOR RECEPTION 0F SAQ 25  SEPTEMBER 1936  AT BYFLEET SURREY ENGLAND
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5 GREAT WESTERN ANTIQUES

CENTRE
Bartlett Street. Bath. Avon

We are the West of England rendezvous for collectors of
vintage radios up to the 1940’s.

GOOD RANGE OF RESTORED SETS IN STOCK,
ALSO SOME FOR HOME RESTORATION,

LITERATURE, GRAMOPHONES, 78 RECORDS

Doug Martin, Stall 100 Great Western Antiques Centre,
Bartlett Street, Bath, Avon.

Telephone 31038800686. Home: Bristol 676546
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WIRELESS SALES RENTAL AND SERVICE
56 Main SlrcctI Sedgeberrow, Nr. Evcsham, Worcs. WRll 6UP

Tel: (0386) 881988
VALVE RADIO RECEIVERS SERVICED AND
RES'I'ORED TO CUSTOM ERS’ REQUIREMENTS

QUOTATIONS FREE

FULLY RESTORED WIRELESS SETS AVAILABLE FOR
SALE OR RENTAL WITH COMPREHENSIVE

GUARANTEE «~— NA'I‘IONAL DELIVERIES

Pro-war Television -- Demonstrations daily at our premises
Write or telephone now [or FREE Colour Brochure

Prop. Stephen Osller
(vs Member)
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RUPERT’S ,  the  V in tage  Wireless  S ecial ist ,  151 ,
Northfield Avenue, Ealing, London, W.1 .

Quality broadcast receivers, pre—war television, plus
components, valves etc. We buy and sell wireless sets and
associated items: cash and exchan e. Buses E2 and E3.
Nearest Tube: Northfields on the iccadilly Line. Open
10am until 6pm on weekdays and Saturda 5. Other times
by appointment: telephone (01) 567 1368. VWS Member.
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Holdfast Books speczlalise'' in books on radio, television and
electronics as well as a magazines, service sheets and
emphemera, dating from 1896 to 1986.
Write or telephone: Tony Hopwood: Close Cottage,
Holdfast, Upton-on-Severn, Worcs.
WRB OQZ: Tel: 06846 2908.
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